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RETURN OF THE GOLDILOCKS ECONOMY?

Whether the Federal Reserve bowed to political pressure or re-examined with fresh eyes the muddled (but weakening) fourth-

quarter economic data, the renewed December policy language has been cheered by investors, driving an equity market rally 

back to all-time highs. As history has shown, an aggressive Federal Reserve has played a role in creating several economic 

downturns, so the market reaction is not surprising. Interest rate expectations have softened dramatically compared with only a 

few months earlier, with consensus suggesting that the fed will leave short-term rates unchanged in 2019 and potentially enact a

rate cut this year. With the fed seemingly on the sidelines for now, investor interest has refocused on corporate fundamentals and 

other relevant economic issues such as China trade, which continues to advance albeit at a snail’s pace.

While we agree that a pause is in order to allow time for financial markets to adjust to higher short-term rates, there is an 

increasing risk that consensus has gone too far, opening the door for some surprises should economic growth strengthen from 

here. On the other hand, a rate cut could signal a slowing US economy that is in need of stimulus - not a confidence-builder for

equity investors either. The best outlook for equities is a return of the goldilocks economy: good enough economic growth to drive 

corporate profits, but not enough to stir inflation and force the fed back into the market. The evidence suggests we may be 

headed down this path again, as recent economic data is “good enough” to extend the cycle, but is well off the levels from one 

year ago. 

Aside from monetary or fiscal policy risk (there is an upcoming election), the shape of the yield curve is also generating attention. 

While not inverted using the 2-year / 10-year definition, the flatness of the curve will provide fuel for recessionary fearmongers. 

Credit spreads have tightened since the fourth-quarter sell-off, and overall interest levels remain conducive for future economic 

and profit growth. Similar to the economy, we believe there is a narrow range for interest rates that should support investment and 

growth.

The volatility of the past seven months is heightened and will continue to be as the market digests a number of significant risk

factors, many of which we addressed above, but this should not be misconstrued as a reason to exit risk assets. As we stated last 

quarter, it is still early to make the recession call and a re-emergence of the Goldilocks scenario bodes well. This does not imply, 

however, that investors should sit idly by. With markets at all-time highs we encourage investors to high-grade portfolios, which 

means leaning on investment-grade credits; rebalancing into quality, high-cash-flow equity assets; and reducing highly cyclical 

exposures. Most important, review long-term financial goals to ensure that current objectives and portfolio positioning are aligned.
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INVESTMENT GRADE

MORTGAGE

SECURITIES

NON-INVESTMENT

GRADE

NEUTRAL - DOWNGRADE 

The fed yielded to the market’s concerns to start the year and backtracked from continued interest rate increases and balance

sheet runoff. While there is still a bit of a disconnect between the market and fed, this pause in rate hikes has lengthened the

runway for investment-grade companies to get their fiscal houses in order. The brief inversion in the 10-year / 3-month Treasury

spread caused some angst at the end of March, but has since reverted back to a positive level. Continue to look at the shape of 

the Treasury curve for signs of stress in the bond market. 

FAVORABLE

The fed changed direction at their March meeting, indicating a slowing of balance sheet runoff and then a full stop in September

of 2019. This should help give a boost to the mortgage market as rate volatility should continue to stay low. Longer-term, the fed 

also indicated that they would like to have a balance sheet comprising only Treasuries and no mortgage securities. This could

lead to increased investment opportunities as the market digests the change in the composition of the fed’s holdings.

UNFAVORABLE

As we saw at the end of 2018, leveraged credit is priced like a compressed spring, waiting for the first signs of stress in the 

financial system before it expands. For opportunistic and yield-hungry investors willing to stomach some volatility, these 

contractions can provide good entry points. For traditional buy-and-hold investors looking for fixed income securities to act as a 

ballast against market sell-offs, right now might not be the time to enter the space.

US LARGE CAP

US SMALL CAP

INTERNATIONAL

FAVORABLE

The strong surge back to prior 2018 highs has more to do with the removal of a fed policy error than with improving corporate

fundamentals or global growth. Profits are expected to grow in the benign low single digits this year, with margins about as 

stretched as historically possible. Not to be ignored, the yield curve continues to flirt with inversion suggesting that future 

economic growth will be less relative to recent rates. We are more cautious but still maintain our outlook for positive equity returns 

albeit more modest from here. It is too early to retreat from overall risk and recommend investors lean more on quality and value in 

2019.

NEUTRAL 

Small caps have performed in-line with large caps thus far in 2019, supporting our view that the risk premia for moving down in 

market cap and liquidity are not rewarding at this stage in the cycle. While credit spreads have tightened again in recent months 

after a tough fourth quarter, rate volatility will persist, creating challenges to levered balance sheets. We think active management 

could do well against this backdrop.

NEUTRAL 

International developed equities began the year surprisingly strong, modestly trailing US and global stocks, after a bruising end to 

2018. The near-term path forward may be a bit bumpier, as earnings growth expectations seem overly optimistic, and valuations 

have risen meaningfully. Resolution on trade and Brexit could be additional upside catalysts that do not appear to be currently 

priced into the market, while headwinds remain in the form of decelerating economic growth, an upcoming wind-down of 

quantitative easing, and potential inflationary pressures from wage growth. As such, we remain neutral on the asset class.

SUMMARY OF VIEWS
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FAVORABLE 

The fed’s rotation to a more accommodative policy has no doubt been a relief for emerging market equities and allowed for a 

rebasing of prices. A key cloud over emerging markets remains the trade tariffs with China, which we ultimately see being 

resolved over the coming months. Last quarter we upgraded to favorable, and we view the fed’s policy shift, improved global 

sentiment/growth, and stabilized earnings growth as key factors driving upside. 

NEUTRAL

Fundamentals for energy infrastructure continue to look constructive, given the industry's recent substantial progress in 

reducing leverage, improving corporate structures and governance, and moving toward a self-funding model. With the addition 

of several new pipelines this year, midstream companies are expected to deliver strong cash flows and earnings. Other listed 

infrastructure sectors, particularly utilities, appear overvalued. We forecast near-term performance for the overall asset class to 

be in-line with a traditional balanced portfolio, and thus we remain neutral on the space.

UNFAVORABLE

Separate commodity complexes continue to oscillate; as energy (primarily oil) and industrial metals have posted double-digit 

positive returns year-to-date, while agriculture and precious metals are in the red. The potential diversification benefits of 

allocating to the space have significantly decreased in recent years as correlations with other asset classes, specifically 

equities, have increased. Thus, we continue to remain unfavorable on the overall asset class.

NEUTRAL

Slowing global growth and lower interest rates have improved the investment backdrop for listed real estate. The current macro 

setup remains vastly different from the end-of-cycle rising-rate environment that was widely expected at the end of last year. 

REITs have slightly underperformed domestic equities and are in-line with international equities thus far this year, and we 

believe they are positioned to continue to perform well in the current market, offering investors some defensiveness at a 

discount to private market valuations. Positive fund flows into the asset class provide additional near-term optimism.

NEUTRAL

Highly skilled active managers typically generate outperformance in the late or excess phase of market cycles. Given 

expectations of modest equity market returns, fundamental equity long/short strategies that are more hedged with lower net 

exposures should fare well. Although it is potentially early in the credit cycle, event-driven strategies that take advantage of

corporate distress can provide a good entry point. Due to the short-term duration of widely held deals within risk arbitrage, the 

longer-term opportunity set remains dependent on continued deal volume at attractive spreads.

FAVORABLE

Market volatility fueled by slowing global economic growth and the divergent direction and speed of monetary policy across 

regions should create an attractive opportunity set for macro and relative value managers. Historically, an environment of 

higher dispersion and declining correlation across single-name equities has been more conductive for equity market neutral 

strategies. Higher levels of volatility in rates and credit may create profitable opportunities in fixed income relative value 

strategies.

EMERGING MARKETS

INFRASTRUCTURE

COMMODITIES

REAL ESTATE

DIRECTIONAL

NON-DIRECTIONAL

SUMMARY OF VIEWS
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Fixed Income

• Fixed income markets finished the 

quarter higher, led by high yield bonds 

which broadly benefited from “risk on” 

appetite amongst investors.

• Credit and longer-dated bonds 

outperformed for the quarter with 

assistance from the Federal Reserve. 

The fed announced on March 20 a 

pause to raising rates for 2019 and a 

moderation in the rundown of its balance 

sheet.

Equities

• Equity markets rebounded in the first 

quarter of 2019 after a volatile end to 

2018. Small capitalization names 

generally outperformed their large 

capitalization peers. Growth names 

outperformed value, continuing a multi-

year trend. 

• International developed and emerging 

markets both lagged domestic peers. 

China outperformed as avenues toward 

direct investment in the country continue 

to open. 

Real Assets

• Within real assets, midstream energy and 

real estate both outperformed. Investor 

sentiment within midstream continued to 

increase as oil prices rose on positive 

fundamental data.

• Domestic REITs outperformed 

international as declining interest rates and 

a stronger U.S. dollar aided relative value. 

• Hedge funds, particularly those targeting 

lower beta, underperformed in the strong 

up market.

MARKET SNAPSHOT

Please reference the disclosures at the end of this presentation for additional information related to the material presented.
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U.S. ECONOMIC UPDATE
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• Fourth quarter real Gross Domestic Product (real GDP) increased at an 

annual rate of 2.2 percent according to the Bureau of Economic Analysis, 

reflecting a downward revision of 0.4 percentage points from the initial 

estimate and a decrease from the rate of 3.4 percent in the third quarter.

• The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) voted at its March 

meeting to maintain the target federal funds rate between 2.25 and 2.5 

percent. The fed signaled that it likely would not hike rates again this 

year and reduced its expectation for 2019 real GDP growth by 0.2 

percentage points to 2.1 percent.

• Core CPI rose 2.15 percent on a year-over-year, seasonally-adjusted 

(YoY, SA) basis in January while Core PCE, the fed’s preferred measure 

of inflation, increased 1.79 percent (YoY, SA), falling short of the fed’s 

2% target.

Please reference the disclosures at the end of this presentation for additional information related to the material presented.

Source: Bloomberg
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GLOBAL ECONOMIC UPDATE

• China’s official Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) increased to 50.5 in March from 49.2 in February. This level is indicative of 

economic expansion and is a sign that the Chinese economy may be stabilizing. The unofficial Caixin/Markit PMI, a private survey focused more on 

small-and medium-sized businesses, increased to 50.8 in March from 49.9 in February. The U.S. and China are reportedly nearing an agreement 

on a trade deal, which would reduce economic uncertainty and could provide a boost to global economic growth.

• Germany, the largest eurozone economy, experienced a 4.2 percent decrease in new factory orders on a month-over-month basis in February. On a 

year-over-year (YoY) basis, new factory orders decreased by 8.4 percent, the largest contraction since the wake of the financial crisis in 2009. 

• In March the European Central Bank (ECB) reduced its forecast for GDP growth down to 1.1 percent and brought back a crisis era lending program 

called Targeted Longer-Term Refinancing Operations aimed at providing banks with cheap financing in order to spur lending.

Please reference the disclosures at the end of this presentation for additional information related to the material presented.
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GLOBAL FIXED INCOME

• Interest rates continued to move downward, as the 10-year 

U.S. Treasury fell by 0.27 percentage points following more 

accommodative statements from the fed signaling a pause in 

fed funds rate hikes and the unwinding of its balance sheet.

• Fixed income asset classes were positive across global bond 

markets, with U.S. high yield leading performance alongside a 

very strong quarter for equities after the rapid selloff at the end 

of 2018. 

• Despite elevated concerns around the path toward Brexit, the 

British pound rallied during the quarter alongside several 

emerging markets currencies. 

Please reference the disclosures at the end of this presentation for additional information related to the material presented.

Sources: Bloomberg and JPMorgan
All indices are Bloomberg Barclays indices except where noted
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• The fed signaled a pause in the unwinding of its balance sheet and 

increases in the fed funds rate spurring a downward movement in 

interest rates across the curve, causing the 3-month and 10-year 

Treasury rates to invert.

• Credit spreads retraced during the quarter following a late 

December sell-off, resulting in U.S. high yield outperforming global 

fixed income asset classes. 

• TIPS outperformed Treasuries by 1.9 percentage points as inflation 

expectations increased.

U.S. FIXED INCOME

Please reference the disclosures at the end of this presentation for additional information related to the material presented.
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GLOBAL EQUITY MARKETS

U.S. Equities:

• Within U.S. equities, the technology sector outperformed, lending to outperformance of 

growth stocks broadly. Mid cap companies outperformed both small and large across 

investment styles. Healthcare and financials were the worst performing sectors.

• International equities rose; however, they were unable to keep pace with domestic 

stocks. China outperformed as its markets have continued to see increasing investor 

interest as the government creates more avenues for foreign investment. 

• Brexit news continued to create headlines, but investors were able to shrug off the 

potential risks as the UK posted strong returns among international developed countries. 

Canada also performed well on the back of stronger oil prices over the course of the 

quarter. 

Please reference the disclosures at the end of this presentation for additional information related to the material presented.
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U.S. EQUITIES

Please reference the disclosures at the end of this presentation for additional information related to the material presented.

Next 12 Months (NTM) Earnings Improving

• With the U.S. Federal Reserve suggesting a pause in the pace of interest rate increases, equity markets are also 

benefiting from stabilization in corporate growth expectations in recent weeks; this follows several months of declines. 

• Current consensus of $173 in 2019 S&P 500 earnings implies a 17x multiple for the year, modestly above long-term 

averages.

• As a style, value continues to rate as more attractive than growth for future returns. 

• When measured on a 10-year relative return, value has underperformed growth by two standard deviations!

• Investors that follow a reversion to the mean approach may want to lean more heavily on value.

Source: Strategas

History Favors Value over the Next Cycle



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPED EQUITIES

Source: FactSet, Bloomberg, Citi, JPMAM
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• Economic conditions across the eurozone continue to be challenged but could improve during the second 

half of 2019 should China economic growth accelerate and local headwinds related to manufacturing 

(German auto production) begin to dissipate. 

• Within international developed equities, differentiation in performance by style bias has resumed, with a 

rotation back into growth vs. value stocks driven by a perceived general scarcity of growth opportunities, 

and expressed by the decline in bond yields to close out last quarter  

Please reference the disclosures at the end of this presentation for additional information related to the material presented.



EMERGING MARKET EQUITIES

Earnings sentiment improved despite still being negative
Forward earnings sentiment of MSCI AC Asia Pacific ex Japan index

Foreign investors have rebought only $17bn or 35% of 

the $49bn net selling of emerging Asia equities in 2018

• Due to an escalating trade war and a tightening U.S. fed, emerging markets, and in particular Chinese equities, were rattled during 

the vast majority of 2018. Since December, a number of issues have improved.

• A more accommodative stance by the U.S. federal reserve allowed emerging market equities to stabilize, and we forecast a 

continued recovery during the second half of 2019. Our perspective is that a China trade deal will ultimately be successful in the 

coming months, reducing a significant market overhang. Investors will need to decide whether the new deal benefits global growth. 

• Despite the improved sentiment, foreign investor positioning is still light, especially within Asian emerging markets as represented 

by the $49bn of net selling that occurred during 2018 with only $17bn of net buying that has followed after the correction. Valuations 

remain attractive with the MSCI Emerging Market Index trading at 12.6x on a next 12 month earnings basis. 

Source: Goldman SachsSource: Goldman Sachs

13

Please reference the disclosures at the end of this presentation for additional information related to the material presented.
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REAL ASSETS

• Real assets finished sharply higher during the first quarter. Master Limited 

Partnerships (MLPs) and Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) 

outperformed both domestic and international equity markets while 

Commodities also moved higher on strength from energy sectors.

• Lower interest rates benefited REITs as pricing and transaction volume 

remained robust. Office REITs led property types, but all ended the 

quarter higher.

• The Alerian MLP Index rose dramatically after an underwhelming end to 

2018. Sentiment in the asset class was much improved during the quarter 

as volumes, outlook and energy pricing all supported the move higher.

• Commodities rose as energy, particularly oil, prices were higher. Grains 

fell while precious metals ended the quarter flat.

Please reference the disclosures at the end of this presentation for additional information related to the material presented.
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HEDGE FUNDS

• The HFRI Fund Weighted Composite Index was positive during the first quarter, outperforming most fixed income indices but underperforming 

risk-seeking assets such as equities and real assets.

• Equity Hedge strategies outperformed the broader hedge fund universe with strong returns concentrated in healthcare and technology 

strategies and muted returns in market neutral strategies.  

• Event Driven strategies were in line with the broader hedge fund universe with activist managers leading the group and multi-strategy funds 

within the Event Driven space trailing the benchmark.

• Macro strategies were the weakest performer during the first quarter amongst the broader hedge fund universe as currency strategies posted 

negative returns. 

• While Relative Value modestly underperformed the broader hedge fund universe convertible arbitrage managers performed well within the 

space.

Please reference the disclosures at the end of this presentation for additional information related to the material presented.

Source: Bloomberg and Hedge Fund Research
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    Financial Markets Performance

Periods greater than one year are annualized

Total return as of March 31, 2019

All returns are in U.S. dollar termsSource: Bloomberg

Please reference the disclosures at the end of this presentation for additional information related to the material presented.
*One month lag

Global Fixed Income Markets QTR YTD 1YR 3YR 5YR 7YR 10YR 15YR

Bloomberg Barclays 1-3-Month T-Bill 0.6% 0.6% 2.1% 1.1% 0.7% 0.5% 0.4% 1.3%

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. TIPS 3.2% 3.2% 2.7% 1.7% 1.9% 1.2% 3.4% 3.7%

Bloomberg Barclays Municipal Bond (5 Year) 2.1% 2.1% 4.4% 1.8% 2.2% 2.2% 3.1% 3.3%

Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Municipal Bond 3.8% 3.8% 8.1% 6.1% 6.1% 6.0% 8.7% 6.1%

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate 2.9% 2.9% 4.5% 2.0% 2.7% 2.5% 3.8% 3.9%

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate High Yield 7.3% 7.3% 5.9% 8.6% 4.7% 6.3% 11.3% 7.3%

Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate ex-U.S. Hedged 3.0% 3.0% 5.2% 3.3% 4.3% 4.2% 4.3% 4.3%

Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate ex-U.S. Unhedged 1.5% 1.5% -4.1% 1.0% -0.3% 0.2% 2.5% 2.9%

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Long Gov / Credit 6.5% 6.5% 5.2% 3.8% 5.3% 4.9% 7.2% 6.1%

JPMorgan GBI-EM Global Diversified 2.9% 2.9% -6.6% 3.3% -0.8% -0.5% 4.4% 5.8%

Global Equity Markets QTR YTD 1YR 3YR 5YR 7YR 10YR 15YR

S&P 500 13.6% 13.6% 9.5% 13.5% 10.9% 12.8% 15.9% 8.6%

Dow Jones Industrial Average 11.8% 11.8% 10.0% 16.4% 12.2% 12.8% 16.0% 9.0%

NASDAQ Composite 16.8% 16.8% 10.7% 18.0% 14.4% 15.5% 19.0% 10.7%

Russell 3000 14.0% 14.0% 8.8% 13.5% 10.3% 12.6% 16.0% 8.7%

Russell 1000 14.0% 14.0% 9.3% 13.5% 10.6% 12.8% 16.0% 8.7%

Russell 1000 Growth 16.1% 16.1% 12.7% 16.5% 13.5% 14.3% 17.5% 9.7%

Russell 1000 Value 11.9% 11.9% 5.7% 10.4% 7.7% 11.1% 14.5% 7.6%

Russell Mid Cap 16.5% 16.5% 6.5% 11.8% 8.8% 12.0% 16.9% 9.6%

Russell Mid Cap Growth 19.6% 19.6% 11.5% 15.1% 10.9% 13.0% 17.6% 9.9%

Russell Mid Cap Value 14.4% 14.4% 2.9% 9.5% 7.2% 11.3% 16.4% 9.2%

Russell 2000 14.6% 14.6% 2.0% 12.9% 7.0% 10.7% 15.3% 8.0%

Russell 2000 Growth 17.1% 17.1% 3.8% 14.8% 8.4% 11.8% 16.5% 8.7%

Russell 2000 Value 11.9% 11.9% 0.1% 10.8% 5.6% 9.6% 14.1% 7.2%

MSCI ACWI 12.3% 12.3% 3.2% 11.3% 7.0% 9.0% 12.6% 7.4%

MSCI ACWI ex. U.S. 10.4% 10.4% -3.7% 8.6% 3.0% 5.2% 9.3% 6.1%

MSCI EAFE 10.1% 10.1% -3.2% 7.8% 2.8% 6.1% 9.5% 5.6%

MSCI EAFE Growth 12.2% 12.2% -0.9% 8.0% 4.3% 6.9% 10.1% 6.1%

MSCI EAFE Value 8.1% 8.1% -5.6% 7.5% 1.2% 5.3% 8.7% 5.1%

MSCI EAFE Small Cap 10.8% 10.8% -9.0% 7.9% 4.8% 8.6% 13.1% 7.6%

MSCI Emerging Markets 10.0% 10.0% -7.1% 11.1% 4.1% 3.1% 9.3% 8.3%

Alternatives QTR YTD 1YR 3YR 5YR 7YR 10YR 15YR

Consumer Price Index* 0.2% 0.2% 1.4% 2.1% 1.4% 1.5% 1.8% 2.0%

FTSE NAREIT Equity REITs 16.3% 16.3% 20.9% 6.1% 9.1% 9.2% 18.3% 8.5%

S&P Developed World Property x U.S. 13.1% 13.1% 4.8% 7.5% 6.3% 8.5% 13.2% 7.3%

S&P Developed World Property 14.4% 14.4% 12.4% 6.7% 7.5% 8.8% 15.2% 7.7%

Bloomberg Commodity Total Return 6.3% 6.3% -5.3% 2.2% -8.9% -7.1% -2.6% -2.8%

HFRI Fund of Funds Composite 5.0% 5.0% 0.5% 4.1% 2.3% 3.2% 3.6% 2.8%

HFRI Fund Weighted Composite 5.9% 5.9% 0.9% 5.1% 3.1% 3.9% 5.5% 4.6%

Alerian MLP 16.8% 16.8% 15.1% 5.7% -4.7% 0.7% 10.1% 8.0%
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WHY DIVERSIFY?

Please reference the disclosures at the end of this presentation for additional information related to the material presented.

Total returns as of 3/31/2019
Source: Morningstar and Lipper
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DISCLOSURES

Investments carry the risk of loss, including the potential loss of capital invested, which clients should be prepared to bear. Past performance may not be indicative of future results.

This material is being provided to demonstrate the general thought process and methodology used by Edge when constructing a portfolio for an individual client. This material should 

not be interpreted as an assertion of the Firm’s demonstrated skill as an investment manager or of portfolio performance experienced by any Edge clients. There can be no assurance 

that any client is likely to achieve the results shown. 

Expected results and other information in this presentation are “forward-looking statements” under applicable securities laws Forward-looking statements are provided to allow clients 

and potential clients the opportunity to understand Edge’s beliefs and opinions in respect of the future. These statements are not guarantees of future performance and undue reliance 

should not be placed on them. Such forward-looking statements necessarily involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual performance and financial 

results in future periods to differ materially from any projections of future performance or result expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Although forward-looking 

statements are based upon what Edge believes are reasonable assumptions, there can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results 

and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements.

Since each portfolio will be tailored to the specific client’s unique investment objectives and tolerance for risk, a client's actual portfolio and investment objective(s) for accounts 

managed by Edge may look significantly different from this or other models, as appropriate.

Index information reflects the reinvestment of dividends and is included merely to show the general trend in the equity markets for the periods indicated. It is impossible to invest 

directly in an index.. 

The opinions expressed herein are those of Edge and the report is not meant as legal, tax or financial advice. You should consult your own professional advisors as to the legal, tax, or 

other matters relevant to the suitability of potential investments. 

The external data presented in this report have been obtained from independent sources (as noted) and are believed to be accurate, but no independent verification has been made 

and accuracy is not guaranteed. 

This presentation is solely for the recipient. By accepting this report, the recipient acknowledges that distribution to any other person is unauthorized, and any reproduction of this 

report, in whole or in part, without the prior consent of Edge is strictly prohibited. 

This communication is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security.

All figures are estimated and unaudited. 

When referencing asset class returns or statistics, the following indices are used to represent those asset classes. Each index is unmanaged and investors can not actually invest 

directly into an index: Cash - Citigroup 90 Day T-Bill; TIPS - Bloomberg Barclays US Treasury TIPS; Municipals - Bloomberg Barclays Muni Bond 5-Year;  High Yield Municipals -

Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Muni Bond; Aggregate Bond - Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index; High Yield - Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate High Yield; Foreign 

Bond - Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Ex USD; Emerging Debt - JPMorgan GBI-EM Global Diversified Unhedged Index; Large Value - Russell 1000 Value; Large Blend -

S&P 500; Large Growth - Russell 1000 Growth; Small Value - Russell 2000 Value; Small Blend - Russell 2000; Small Growth - Russell 2000 Growth; International - MSCI 

EAFE; Emerging Markets - MSCI EM; Domestic REITs - FTSE NAREIT Equity REITs; Global REITS - S&P Developed World Property; Commodities - Bloomberg Commodity 

Index; MLP - Alerian MLP; Hedge Funds - HFRI Fund of Funds Composite Index; Balanced^ - 3% Bloomberg Barclays US Treasury TIPS, 31% Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate 

Bond Index, 1.5% Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Ex USD, 1.5% Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Ex SD (Hedged), 4% Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate High Yield, 

2% JPMorgan GBI-EM Global Diversified Unhedged Index, 17% S&P 500, 6% Russell 2000, 15% MSCI EAFE, 7% MSCI EM, 3% FTSE NAREIT Equity REITs, 2% Bloomberg 

Commodity Index, 5% Alerian MLP, 2% Citigroup 3 Month T-Bill
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